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1.0 Introduction
The purpose of this memo is to document the process, findings, and recommendations of the Water
Master Plan Update, Task Series 400. This includes system-wide fire flow, opportunities for
increased system reliability, and off-line storage evaluation.

2.0 System-Wide Fire Flow Evaluation and Recommendations
This task included updating the model based on the current infrastructure in the City’s Geographic
Information System (GIS) data, identifying fire flow goals, and performing existing fire flow and
future fire flow availability modeling. These scenarios were performed using a parcel-based method
to determine the necessity and priority of the recommendations from the 2014 Master Plan. This
method differs slightly from the model junction-based method that was evaluated in the 2014
Master Plan in that it identifies parcels that might be provided with fire flow less than the desired
goal or are beyond a reasonable distance of fighting a fire from the system network. While the two
methods are different, they both provide the ability to identify potential deficiencies at a global
level and each method has its own benefits and limitations. Ultimately, the parcel-based method in
combination with the previous recommendations from the junction-based evaluation method
provided a sound basis to affirm the recommendations and to further prioritize them. This
evaluation did not include the impact of fire flow improvements on future growth or the ability of
the City to meet future fire flows, because the model provided to Black & Veatch did not include
future scenarios.

2.1

MODEL UPDATE

Before the fire flow evaluations were performed, the model was updated to include all the recent
improvements since the model was built and used for the 2014 Master Plan. The GIS was compared
to the model infrastructure and pipelines that had been added to the GIS were also added to the
model. Pipelines that had been upgraded or had different diameters in the model than in the GIS
(generally upsized pipes) also had their diameters changed in the model to represent the current
infrastructure information. Additionally, the fire flow improvements that are completed, in design,
or under construction were also updated because these will soon be part of the network.
The City provided a list of all the current pressure control valve setpoints (PRAs are the valves that
transfer supply from the aqueduct into the City system and PRCs are the valves in the City system
generally between zones) and these were updated in the model. About half of the setpoints have not
changed and most only changed by a few pounds-per-square-inch (psi). Table 1 provides a list of
the PRCs (model IDs start with V-PRC) and PRAs (model IDs start with V-AQ) with modifications to
their model setpoint based on the current information.
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Table 1

PRC/PRA Setpoint Adjustments, psi

PRC/PRA MODEL ID

PREVIOUS
SETPOINT

CURRENT
SETPOINT

DIFFERENCE

V-PRC-56

37

52

15

V-AQ-65

57

69

12

V-AQ-50B

53

62

9

V-AQ-67B

67

76

9

V-AQ-51

64

72

8

V-PRC-26A

41

49

8

V-PRC-4B

18

26

8

V-PRC-73A

33

41

8

V-PRC-73B

26

34

8

V-AQ-79B

45

52

7

V-PRC-48

33

40

7

V-PRC-57

66

72

6

V-PRC-68A

35

40

5

V-PRC-9B

47

52

5

V-AQ-63B

75

79

4

V-PRC-41B

32

36

4

V-PRC-66

41

45

4

V-AQ-54

60

63

3

V-AQ-57

51

54

3

V-AQ-76A

75

78

3

V-AQ-77A

80

83

3

V-PRC-25B

35

38

3

V-PRC-41A

35

38

3

V-AQ-56

55

57

2

V-AQ-63A

70

72

2

V-AQ-64

80

82

2

V-AQ-77B

75

77

2

V-PRC-4A

19

21

2

V-AQ-50A

66

67

1

V-AQ-79A

50

51

1
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PRC/PRA MODEL ID

PREVIOUS
SETPOINT

CURRENT
SETPOINT

DIFFERENCE

V-PRC-44B

83

84

1

V-AQ-67A

70

69

-1

V-AQ-71A

83

82

-1

V-PRC-17B

49

48

-1

V-PRC-19A

65

64

-1

V-PRC-1A

42

41

-1

V-PRC-25A

30

29

-1

V-PRC-35

51

50

-1

V-PRC-3A

57

56

-1

V-PRC-59

33

32

-1

V-AQ-55

61

59

-2

V-AQ-60

44

42

-2

V-PRC-2B

65

63

-2

V-PRC-63A

28

26

-2

V-AQ-58

53

50

-3

V-AQ-69

65

62

-3

V-AQ-73

85

82

-3

V-PRC-54A

31

28

-3

V-PRC-62B

60

57

-3

V-PRC-70

27

24

-3

V-AQ-78A

65

61

-4

V-PRC-2A

61

56

-5

V-PRC-63B

28

22

-6

V-AQ-72A

90

82

-8

V-PRC-34A

21

12

-9

V-AQ-78B

67

56

-11

V-PRC-34B

27

16

-11

V-PRC-43

51

40

-11

V-PRC-44A

93

77

-16
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The model demand allocation was maintained as it was in the 2014 Master Plan and pressure zone
demands were checked against the design demands using the same peaking factors (Maximum
Day:Average Day of 2:1). The total system maximum day demand was approximately 40.0 million
gallons per day (mgd). Table 2 shows the demands by Pressure Zone that were used in the fire flow
evaluations.
Table 2

Model Demands
AVERAGE DAY DEMAND

MAXIMUM DAY DEMAND

PRESSURE ZONE

mgd

gpm

mgd

gpm

Aqueduct

12.37

8,590

24.75

17,186

R1

0.19

132

0.39

271

R2

0.55

382

1.1

764

R3

0.17

118

0.34

236

R5

0.04

28

0.08

56

R4

0.82

569

1.65

1,146

R16

0.03

21

0.05

35

R17

0.26

181

0.53

368

R6

2.35

1,632

4.7

3,264

R7

0.69

479

1.38

958

R8

0.06

42

0.13

90

R9

1.72

1,194

3.44

2,389

R10

0.03

21

0.06

42

R11

0.12

83

0.24

167

R12

0.5

347

1

694

R13

0.02

14

0.05

35

R14

0.03

21

0.05

35

R15

0.04

28

0.07

49

Total

19.99

13,881

40.01

27,783

2.2

FIRE FLOW EVALUATIONS

A maximum day steady-state evaluation was developed for the fire flow evaluations. Similar to the
evaluations performed in the 2014 Master Plan, it was assumed that storage reservoirs were
50 percent full and that booster pump stations were operating at their firm capacity except when a
station has, or is planned to have, high flow pumps for fire protection. An example of this is S3,
where the recently installed high-flow pump was used to provide fire supply into the zone.

BLACK & VEATCH
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The model output for available fire flow at 20 psi (a standard used in all fire flow evaluations) was
exported to a Power BI dashboard developed for review of all previously recommended
improvements in conjunction with the fire flow goals based on the land-use type. The goals for all
land-use types were based on 1,500 gpm at 20 psi for a duration of 2 hours. Goals of both 1,500
gpm and 3,500 gpm were used to evaluate the downtown area to understand the sensitivity of a
higher goal for this area. Results for the downtown area showed that the network is sufficiently
robust in this part of the system to meet either goal.
The fire flow goals of 1,500 gpm for all parcels were evaluated against the available fire flow output
from the model junctions. A buffer of 500 feet from the edge of each parcel was used to identify all
the available junctions within this distance and the largest available fire flow from all the junctions
within 500 feet was compared against the goal. All parcels were placed into one of six categories:


Category 1 – Parcel is within 500 feet of a model junction capable of exceeding the goal.



Category 2 – Parcel is within 500 feet of a model junction capable of providing between
75 percent to 99 percent of the goal.



Category 3 – Parcel is within 500 feet of a model junction capable of providing between
50 percent to 74 percent of the goal.



Category 4 – Parcel is within 500 feet of a model junction capable of providing between
25 percent to 49 percent of the goal.



Category 5 – Parcel is within 500 feet of a model junction capable of providing less than
25 percent of the goal.



Category 6 – Parcel is not within 500 feet of a model junction.

Areas where parcels were not within 500 feet of a model junction capable of providing the goal
(Categories 2 through 5) were manually reviewed as well as all those not within 500 feet of a model
junction (Category 6). In many cases, a parcel showed up as potentially deficient (no model junction
within 500 feet of the parcel that could provide the goal) and these were reviewed manually against
the model output and the hydrant locations to confirm whether it represented an actual deficiency.
This is because hydrants are not part of the model network and there is not a junction at these
locations to review the available fire flow. Many of these areas were confirmed to have a hydrant
capable of providing the goal even though a model junction was not within distance. An example of
this is shown on Figure 1, which illustrates the available fire flow for model junctions on the right
side and the parcels where the goal is met or not met by a junction within 500 feet on the left.
Circled in red are the parcels (left) that were flagged as potentially deficient and the only junction
(right) that was within 500 feet of them. However, there are hydrants on the 6-inch loop around
Autumn Leaf Drive and Mockgingbird Circle (shown by the black triangles on the right). As can be
seen, if these were included in the model as part of the network, they would have an available fire
flow of between 2,000 and 2,500 gpm and so these parcels were deemed as “not deficient.” This
manual review process was followed for all parcels that did not meet goals or were not within
500 feet of a model junction.

BLACK & VEATCH
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Flagged as potentially
deficient parcels

Figure 1

Hydrants within a short
distance but not included
in model are capable of
providing 2,000 gpm to
2,500 gpm

Example of Manual Review of Potentially Deficient Parcels
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This same area also illustrates another concept of the review process shown on Figure 2. There is a
recommended improvement that can be seen in red on Autumn Leaf Drive. This improvement was
likely recommended because the hydrant at the head of the Autumn Leaf Place (red triangle) would
be ideal to fight a fire that would occur in this cul-de-sac. Without the improvement, these areas are
still within a reasonable distance of the other two hydrants, but it would be more complicated for
firefighters and would require multiple hoses, potentially crossing yards. Therefore, while fire flow
goals can be met for these few structures within a reasonable distance, the improvement should
still be made to move the needed available fire flow closer to the structures. Areas like these were
given a priority based on the apparent need and the number of potentially impacted parcels.
Using the dashboard, the recommended fire flow improvements from the 2014 Master Plan were
included in the background layer and the parcels and junctions around each improvement were
reviewed and captured as shown on Figure 1 and Figure 2. Figures of each improvement with the
surrounding system parcels and infrastructure are provided in Appendix A. Fire flow
improvements fell within a few categories listed as follows:


Fire flow goals are now met with the improvements already completed, under design, or in
construction. Continue with those under design or in construction (Appendix B).



Hydrants capable of providing the fire flow goal are within a reasonable distance (500 feet)
of the parcel. However, an upgrade/improvement would increase the available fire flow in
the area and decrease the distance between individual parcels and fire flow hydrants that
meet goals.



Improvements may be needed in conjunction with telemetry or other infrastructure
improvements to storage and operations.



Improvements are needed to meet goals under either or both the parcel-based and
junction-based evaluations and will increase fire flow/pressure. These should be
considered as first-priority and fall within the following two categories:



●

Improvements should remain as were recommended.

●

Slight modifications were made to the improvements/recommendations such as
adding a segment to existing improvement or modifying the alignment/location.

New improvements (not previously recommended) are needed to meet goals within
500 feet of all parcels. Any remaining potential deficiencies from the parcel-based
evaluation that did not have an associated recommended improvement were reviewed to
determine whether a new improvement was warranted. This resulted in a few additional
recommendations.

BLACK & VEATCH
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No deficient parcels but
must be supplied by
hydrant a street over

Figure 2

Fire Flow
Improvement

Example of Manual Review of Potentially Deficient Parcels Part 2
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Table 3 provides the list and priority of recommended improvements. Improvements that were
shown not to be needed from the parcel-based method are generally a lower priority except where
the manual review showed that while a capable hydrant was in distance, the area in general still
needs better coverage. This relates to having more hydrants capable of helping to fight a fire at
1,500 gpm closer to the parcel or structure that needs fire protection. Hydrant placement along
replaced sections should be considered during design. A reference for each improvement to its
corresponding page in Appendix A is provided to facilitate cross-referencing the evaluation and the
prioritization.
Future fire flow evaluations were performed as a follow-up task, subsequent to the delivery of this
draft memo. These fire flow evaluations were performed using the build-out network and build-out
demands, as per the 2014 Master Plan. These evaluations followed the same process as the existing
fire flow evaluations and there was very little difference in the evaluation results, except for a few
locations where new improvements were required to meet fire flow goals of 1,500 gpm at
pressures no less than 20 psi. Because a majority of the figures provided in Appendix A from the
existing fire flow evaluations have the same results in the future fire flow, only the new information
was captured and appended to this memo and to Appendix A. Four additional improvements were
noted in this future fire flow evaluation that did not show up in the existing evaluations. These
improvements all relate to upsizing dead-end pipes which create bottlenecks at build-out
conditions and relate in areas not meeting goals. These improvements are noted in Table 3 as
category 5 improvements, needed in the future near build-out.

BLACK & VEATCH
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Table 3

Fire Flow Improvements

CIP/CIP GROUP

PRESSURE EXISTING
NEW
ZONE
DIAMETER DIAMETER LENGTH LOCATION

FF IM NEW3

A1

6

8

830

Bluebell Drive from Coffey Lane to Lamberson Court

FF EX CIP041

A4

6

8

18

FF EX CIP041

A4

4

8

FF EX CIP041

A4

4

FF EX CIP041

A4

FF EX CIP041

CURRENT CIP
STATUS

APPENDIX A
PAGE
COMMENTS ON PRIORITY/CATEGORY

PRIORITY

New

51

Needed to meet goals, new improvement

1

Salem Avenue at Elliott Avenue, connecting the proposed CIP
8-inch pipeline on Salem Avenue to the existing 14-inch
pipeline on Elliott Avenue

Future

7

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

1

88

Albany Drive between Oliver Lane and Richmond Drive

Future

7

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

1

8

247

Albany Drive between Richmond Drive and Clement Avenue

Future

7

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

1

4

8

249

Albany Drive between Clement Avenue and Richmond Drive

Future

7

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

1

A4

6

8

250

Clement Avenue between Albany Drive and Malano Court

Future

7

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

1

FF EX CIP041

A4

6

8

468

Salem Avenue between Elliott Avenue and Clement Avenue

Future

7

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

1

FF EX CIP041

A4

4

8

364

Clement Avenue between Malano Court and Emeritus Circle,
and east of Emeritus Circle

Future

7

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

1

FF EX CIP042

A4

6

8

144

Hidden Valley Drive from Moss Rock Court to Winding Ridge
Road

Planning

8

Rezoning creates issues at Parsons and Hidden
Valley. Replace 300 feet of 6-inch pipe along
Parsons Drive from Terrace Way to Hidden
Valley Drive with 8-inch pipe. Improvement
needed along Parsons, regardless of zone

1

FF EX CIP042

A4

6

8

650

Hidden Valley Drive from Parsons Drive to Moss Rock Court

Planning

8

Rezoning creates issues at Parsons and Hidden
Valley. Replace 300 feet of 6-inch pipe along
Parsons Drive from Terrace Way to Hidden
Valley Drive with 8-inch pipe. Improvement
needed along Parsons, regardless of zone

1

FF EX CIP923

A8

6

8

550

Rockgreen Place from Fairfield Drive to loop

Planning

17

Needed to meet goals

1

FF EX CIP923

A8

6

8

719

Fairfield Drive from White Oak Drive to Rockgreen Place

Planning

17

Needed to meet goals

1

FF EX CIP101

R10

Pump Station S10

Future

27

Needed to meet goals, modified improvements

1

FF EX CIP945

R10

8

16

215

Woodview Drive from Westline Court northeast toward
Reservoir R1O

Future

27

Needed to meet goals, modified improvements

1

FF EX CIP945

R10

10

16

296

Woodview Drive southeast from Reservoir R10

Future

27

Needed to meet goals, modified improvements

1

FF EX CIP945

R10

10

16

323

Woodview Drive north from Reservoir R10

Future

27

Needed to meet goals, modified improvements

1

FF EX CIP945

R10

12

16

410

Skycrest Way, south of Skycrest Drive

Future

27

Needed to meet goals, modified improvements

1

FF EX CIP945

R10

8

16

774

Woodview Drive from Deer Hollow Lane to Westline Court

Future

27

Needed to meet goals, modified improvements

1

FF EX CIP945

R10

12

16

1,659

North of Reservoir R10 from Woodview Drive to Skycrest
Way

Future

27

Needed to meet goals, modified improvements

1

BLACK & VEATCH
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CIP/CIP GROUP

PRESSURE EXISTING
NEW
ZONE
DIAMETER DIAMETER LENGTH LOCATION

FF IM NEW4

R12

Would need own fire storage or suppression systems;
Crestwood Place toward the south

FF EX CIP133

R13

Pump Station S13

FF EX CIP919

R13

6

8

757

FF EX CIP141

R14

8

12

FF IM NEW2

R4

6

FF EX CIP953

R4R2

FF EX CIP953

CURRENT CIP
STATUS

APPENDIX A
PAGE
COMMENTS ON PRIORITY/CATEGORY

PRIORITY

52

Needed to meet goals, new improvement

1

Scoping

29

Pumping capacity must greater than 1,500 gpm

1

Northwest of Pump Station S13

Planning

29

Upsize to 8-inches

1

1971

Pump Station S14

Scoping

31

Pipe upsize between White Oak and Oak Mesa
needed. Pump capacity must be greater than
1,500 gpm

1

8

334

Happy Valley Road from Grace Drive to Happy Valley Court

New

50

Needed to meet goals, new improvement

1

6

8

147

Stonecrest Court from Encina Court to hydrant

Future

26

Needed to meet goals

1

R4R2

6

8

235

Miraloma Drive from Buena Vista Drive to
Stonecrest Court

Future

26

Needed to meet goals

1

FF EX CIP953

R4R2

6

8

281

Miraloma Drive from Stonecrest Court to
Encina Court

Future

26

Needed to meet goals

1

FF EX CIP953

R4R2

8

12

55

Terra Linda Drive southeast from PRC 43

Future

26

Needed to meet goals

1

FF EX CIP953

R4R2

6

12

275

Terra Linda Drive from Terra Linda Court to Buena Vista
Drive

Future

26

Needed to meet goals

1

FF EX CIP953

R4R2

6

12

1,039

Terra Linda Drive between PRC 43 and
Terra Linda Court

Future

26

Needed to meet goals

1

FF EX CIP953

R4R2

6

12

1,353

Buena Vista Drive from Terra Linda Drive to Miraloma Drive

Future

26

Needed to meet goals

1

FF IM CIP938

R6

6

8

575

33

Needed to meet goals, improvement needs
modification - add next two sections

1

FF IM CIP938 (2)

R6

8

12

1,045

FF IM CIP938 (3)

R6

6

8

FF IM CIP941

R6

6

8

FF IM NEW5

R6

FF IM CIP930

R9R1

6

8

FF IM CIP935

R9R1

4/6

8
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Bridle Trail from Jackson Drive toward Montgomery Lane
Jackson Drive from Montgomery Drive to Sullivan Way

New

33

Needed to meet goals, previous recommendation
needs slight modification

1

141

Bridle Trail from Jackson Drive to west (short segment of 6inches)

New

33

Needed to meet goals, previous recommendation
needs slight modification

1

1,526

Fistor Drive from Brush Creek Road to Cox Drive and
Bridgewood Drive from Greenmeadow Drive to first hydrant
toward Eastside Court

32

Needed to meet goals

1

Would need own fire storage or suppression systems; Joaquin
Drive and Calistoga Road

53

Needed to meet goals, new improvement

1

1,019

Ronne Drive between Deer Run and Neotomas Avenue and
Townview Avenue from Post Ranch Road to Ronne Road and
Post Ranch Road from Neotomas Avenue to Townview
Avenue

34

Needed to meet goals

1

1,746

Hoen Avenue from Eliggi Court to Glenncannon and
Devonshire Place from Stonehedge Drive to end and
Stonehedge Drive from Glencannon Street toward
Westminster Place

35

Needed to meet goals

1
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CIP/CIP GROUP

PRESSURE EXISTING
NEW
ZONE
DIAMETER DIAMETER LENGTH LOCATION

FF IM NEW1
(CIP042)

6

8

300

CURRENT CIP
STATUS

APPENDIX A
PAGE
COMMENTS ON PRIORITY/CATEGORY

PRIORITY

Parsons Drive from Hidden Valley to Terrace Way

New

8

Rezoning creates issues at Parsons and Hidden
Valley. Replace 300 feet of 6-inch pipe along
Parsons Drive from Terrace Way to Hidden
Valley Drive with 8-inch pipe. Improvement
needed along Parsons

1

FF IM OAK ISLAND
CIRCLE

R12

6

8

1,137

Oak Island Circle from Oak Island Drive to northwest end of
street

New

55

Shows up as deficient in both existing and future
analysis

1

FF EX CIP051

A5

4

8

414

Raegan Way between Talbot Avenue and Alderbrook Drive

Future

10

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

2

FF EX CIP051

A5

6

8

677

Gilbert Drive between Montgomery Drive and Leonard
Avenue

Future

10

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

2

FF EX CIP051

A5

6

8

252

Sherwood Drive between Leonard Avenue and Little John
Lane

Future

10

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

2

FF EX CIP051

A5

6

8

250

Sherwood Drive between Little John Lane and Marian Lane

Future

10

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

2

FF EX CIP051

A5

6

8

113

Sherwood Drive between Marian Lane and Sherwood Court

Future

10

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

2

FF EX CIP051

A5

6

8

319

Sherwood Drive between Marian Lane and Sherwood Court

Future

10

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

2

FF EX CIP051

A5

6

8

118

Leonard Avenue between Alderbrook Drive and Sherwood
Drive

Future

10

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

2

FF EX CIP921

A8

6

8

440

Valley Oaks Drive from Valley Lakes Drive to Valley Oaks
Place

Planning

15

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

2

FF EX CIP922

A8

6

8

204

Autumn Leaf Drive from Autumn Leaf Place to Mockingbird
Dir

Planning

16

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

2

FF EX CIP401

R4

12

16

25

Del Rosa Avenue between Sunrise Avenue and Piedra Lane

Planning

22

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

2

FF EX CIP401

R4

12

16

125

Del Rosa Avenue between Sunrise Avenue and Piedra Lane

Planning

22

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

2

FF EX CIP926

A8

6

8

259

Meadowridge Drive from Meadowridge Court to Meadow
Creek Lane

Planning

19

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

3

FF EX CIP926

A8

6

8

796

Meadowridge Drive from Stone Bridge Road to Aspen
Meadows Circle

Planning

19

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

3

FF EX CIP927

A8

8

623

Woodgreen Street from Oakmont Drive to Hydrant on
Woodgreen Street

Recommended

20

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

3

FF EX CIP925

R12

6

8

453

Singing Woods Lane from Oak Mesa Drive to Cliffwood Drive

Planning

28

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

3

FF EX CIP925

R12

6

8

492

Oak Mesa Place from Oak Mesa Drive to Singing Woods Lane

Planning

28

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

3

FF EX CIP925

R12

6

8

917

Cliffwood Drive from Overlook Drive to Singing Woods Lane

Planning

28

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

3
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CIP/CIP GROUP

PRESSURE EXISTING
NEW
ZONE
DIAMETER DIAMETER LENGTH LOCATION

CURRENT CIP
STATUS

APPENDIX A
PAGE
COMMENTS ON PRIORITY/CATEGORY

PRIORITY

FF EX CIP950

R4

6

8

348

Los Olivos Avenue between Manzanita Avenue and Quail
Court

Planning

23

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

3

FF EX CIP950

R4

6

8

92

Quail Court, west from Los Olivos Avenue

Planning

23

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

3

FF IM CIP934

R6R1

6

8

1,779

Mayeet Avenue from Evans to Princeton Way then North up
Princeton Way

45

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

3

FF IM CIP936

R6R1

4/6

8

1,812

Yulupa Avenue from Montgomery to Sonoma and upsize
sections on Magawan Drive and Midway Drive

46

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

3

FF IM CIP916

A1

6

8

726

Apache Street from W. Steele Lane to Huron Court and Apple
Valley Lane from W Steele Lane to Rockwood Court

37

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF IM CIP918

A1

6

8

902

McBride Lane from W. Steele Lane toward Terry Lane

39

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF EX CIP023

A2

6

8

778

Eardley Avenue between College Avenue and Tammy Way

Planning

2

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF EX CIP024

A2

NA

8

210

Dutton Avenue from Duncan Street south to end of pipeline
on Dutton Avenue near Apple Creek Lane

Recommended

3

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF IM CIP917

A4

6

8

767

Schurman Drive from Mendocino Avenue to Rowe Drive and
Meyers Drive from Steele Lane to Young Drive

38

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF EX CIP061

A6

6

8

625

Aston Avenue from Hendley Street to Miras Lane

Recommended

14

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF EX CIP920

R13R1

6

8

524

Coney Court from Wild Oak Drive to end

Planning

30

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF EX CIP920

R13R1

6

8

984

Wild Oak Drive from PRC 16 to Coney Court

Planning

30

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF IM CIP939

R6

6

8

784

Culebra Avenue from Primavera Drive to Las Raposas Court
and Culebra Avenue from Mission Boulevard to Primavera Dt

48

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF IM CIP932

R6R1

6

8

208

Mayette Avenue from Wanda Way to Albert Drive

43

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF IM CIP933

R6R1

4

8

672

Matanzas Way from Hahman Drive to Rock Creek Drive

44

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF IM CIP940

R7

6

8

663

Del Monte Court from Street Francis Road to end

49

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF IM CIP928

R9R1

6

8

599

Tachevah Drive from Bethards Drive to Woodlake Drive and
Woodlake Drive from Tachevah Drive entrance road to
southeast

40

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF IM CIP929

R9R1

6

8

685

Knolls Hill Circle from Knolls Drive (northwest) to hydrant
and Knolls Drive from Tachevah Drive to Knolls Hills Circle
(northwest)

41

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4

FF IM CIP931

R9R1

6

8

640

Sidney Square from Creekside Road to end

42

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

4
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CIP/CIP GROUP

PRESSURE EXISTING
NEW
ZONE
DIAMETER DIAMETER LENGTH LOCATION

CURRENT CIP
STATUS

APPENDIX A
PAGE
COMMENTS ON PRIORITY/CATEGORY

PRIORITY

FF EX CIP022

A2

6

8

276

Agnew Place between 9th Street and 4-inch mains near
Hydrant 1565

Planning

1

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

5

FF EX CIP022

A2

6

8

273

Blair Place between 91st Street and 4-inch mains near
Hydrant 1449

Planning

1

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

5

FF EX CIP025

A2

6

8

264

Sovereign Lane between Donahue Avenue and Westgate
Circle

Planning

4

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

5

FF EX CIP043

A4

6

8

56

Haven Drive between Hawthorne Court and Iris Court

Future

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

5

FF EX CIP043

A4

4

8

70

Geary Drive between James Avenue and Finlaw Street

Future

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

5

FF EX CIP043

A4

4

8

125

Haven Drive between Eleanor Avenue and Hawthorne Court

Future

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

5

FF EX CIP043

A4

4

8

213

Geary Drive between Bryden Lane and James Avenue

Future

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

5

FF EX CIP043

A4

4

8

223

Eleanor Avenue between Haven Drive and Belmont Court

Future

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

5

FF EX CIP043

A4

6

8

247

Geary Drive between James Avenue and Finlaw Street

Future

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

5

FF EX CIP043

A4

8

8

258

E Foothill Drive between E Haven Drive and Thomas Drive

Recommended

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

5

FF EX CIP043

A4

6

8

307

Haven Drive between Eleanor Avenue and Hawthorne Court

Future

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

5

FF EX CIP043

A4

6

8

395

Haven Drive between Iris Court and E Foothill Drive

Future

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

5

FF EX CIP043

A4

6

8

538

Grahn Drive between Norte Way and E Foothill Drive

Planning

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

5

FF IM CIP915

A6

6

8

479

Aston Avenue from Petaluma Hill Road to Johns Richards Way

36

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

5

FF EX CIP924

A8

6

8

431

Greenfield Circle, north from Oakmont Drive (west of
Deerfield Circle)

18

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

5

FF IM CIP937

R6

6

8

290

Randall Lane

47

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade
improves area

5

FF IM HEIDI PLACE

A1

6

8

982

Heidi Place from Steele Lane to the north

54

Future demands create deficient parcels at buildout

5

FF IM MUIRFIELD
COURT

R9

8

12

1,287

Muirfield Court from Summerfield Road to east end of street

56

Future demands create deficient parcels at buildout

5

R4R1

6

8

525

Sleepy Hollow Drive from Bonita Vista to existing 8 inch at
southeast

57

Future demands create deficient parcels at buildout

5

FF IM SLEEPY
HOLLOW DRIVE

BLACK & VEATCH
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In addition to the improvements listed in Table 3, there are a few special cases, which are discussed
as following sections:


Pressure Zone 10 high ground.



Pressure Zone 17 high ground.



Pressure Zone 12 high ground.



Pressure Zone 6 high ground.



Station 13 and Station 14 pumping improvements (noted as scoping in current Capital
Improvement Program).



Pressure Zone 14 high ground.

2.2.1 Pressure Zone 10 High Ground
This pressure zone has high elevations relative to the operating hydraulic grade line set by the tank
of 625 feet to 657 feet. Even with the tank operating at the uppermost levels, a 1,500 gpm fire flow
is not available while maintaining a pressure of 20 psi. Previous recommendations have looked at a
combination of infrastructure and operational modifications to provide the parcels in this pressure
zone at high elevation with fire flow. There are a couple of alternatives that would help meet goals
for these areas. Regardless of the alternative selected, additional pumping capacity is needed at S10
to increase the operating capacity during a fire to over 1,500 gpm. Figure 3 shows the area.
Build a taller tank. This is the costliest solution but improves fire flow as well as typical operating
pressures. If these areas have individual booster pumps then typical operating pressures may not
need improvement, but these individual booster pumps will not be able to meet the fire flow
criteria without pulling pressures down into unacceptably low ranges. Pipe upsizing would not be
needed along Woodview Drive with proper design of a taller tank.
Implement telemetry improvements or a pressure-sustaining valve in parallel with a check-valve
for the tank inlet-outlet. This would improve pressures during a fire event where a high flow pump
(capable of providing 1,500 gpm with the flow into the tank being throttled) or multiple pumps
were being used. However, it will not improve normal operating pressures when the tank is
draining and the pumps at S10 are off. This will also lead to greater variability in operating
pressures in this zone, which should be considered. When the pumps are off, the tank will set the
hydraulic grade line. When the pumps are on, the fill rate into the tank will be slightly throttled
based on the pressure setpoint of the sustaining valve. This will slightly reduce the tank fill rate.
With either alternative, it is recommended to upsize some of the pipe along Woodview Drive, on the
suction side of S10. Currently with the existing 8-inch between Summerfield Road and the pump
station, a flow of 1,500 gpm drops the pressures at the suction side of the pump station below
20 psi, which is a concern. Not only are the low pressures concerning, but the pump would need to
be sized much larger in terms of the design point of the total dynamic head (TDH) to overcome the
headloss at high flows. The previous recommendation of upsizing the 8-inch pipe along Woodview
Drive from S10 all the way north to the intersection of Skycrest Way and Skycrest Drive is still
recommended with the pressure-sustaining valve option, but the diameter can be reduced to a 12inch improvement rather than the 16-inch.
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Figure 3

Pressure Zone 10 High Ground
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2.2.2 Pressure Zone 17 High Ground
There are high ground elevations in Pressure Zone 17 near the tank, which cannot be supplied fire
flow of 1,500 gpm at 20 psi. There are areas within 500 feet of hydrants that can supply 1,500 gpm
at 20 psi, but these hydrants are down the hill and streets away from the area, and the five or six
parcels at high ground along Newgate Court would not have adequate fire flow at 20 psi. The water
level in the tank must be 43 feet or higher to meet the goals. Although the tank would fill slowly
under maximum day demands and a fire flow of 1,500 gpm, there would be a several hour window
where this area would be lower than 20 psi if a fire began when the tank was lower than 43 feet.
The capacity of the S17 has recently been tested and confirmed to be greater than 1,500 gpm with
both pumps operating. This is the total capacity of the station rather than firm capacity, but an extra
pumping connection allows for the City to use an extra portable pump if needed, which technically
increases the available firm capacity of the station.
To help meet goals in the small area of Pressure Zone 17 at high ground, the following are three
main alternatives:


Build a taller tank. This is the costliest solution but improves fire flow as well as typical
operating pressures. If these areas have individual booster pumps then typical operating
pressures may not need improvement, but these individual booster pumps will not be able
to meet the fire flow criteria without pulling pressures down into unacceptably low ranges.



Use S18 in conjunction with S17 for fire flow. Using both these stations simultaneously
would more quickly fill the tank to levels that could provide the fire flow goals at 20 psi.



Implement telemetry improvements or a pressure-sustaining valve in parallel with a checkvalve for the tank inlet-outlet. This would improve pressures during a fire event where both
pumps (or a high-flow pump) were operated. However, it will not improve normal
operating pressures when the tank is draining and both pumps at S17 are off. This will lead
to greater variability in operating pressures in this zone, which should be considered. When
the pumps are off, the tank water level will set the hydraulic grade line. When the pumps
are on, the fill rate into the tank will be throttled slightly, based on the pressure setpoint of
the sustaining valve. This will slightly reduce the tank fill rate.

2.2.3 Pressure Zone 12 High Ground
High ground at the south end of Crestridge Place (shown on Figure 4) cannot be provided with fire
flow of 1,500 gpm at 20 psi and pipe upsizing will not mitigate the concern. There are four parcels
that fall in this area. Using telemetry or the pressure sustaining valve to increase the pressures
under fire conditions in this Pressure Zone would lead to extremely high pressures in some areas
and this alternative is not a good option in this zone like it was for Pressure Zone 10 and Pressure
Zone 17. These four parcels may be good candidates for off-line storage, outside fire suppression
systems, or individual fire pumps. Development appears to be bounded on the south by the Annadel
State Park so the area of concern should not grow in the future.

BLACK & VEATCH
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Figure 4

Pressure Zone 12 High Ground
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2.2.4 Pressure Zone 6 High Ground
In Pressure Zone 6, there are high ground areas that cannot be provided with fire flow at 20 psi up
near the R6 storage facility. Figure 5 shows this area, circled in red. There are currently four parcels
in this area noted as served by the City in the GIS data. Any high ground north of Badger Road along
Calistoga, specifically in the area of Joaquin Drive or near Harville Road, cannot be provided with
fire flows that meet goals. Due to the low ground elevations in Pressure Zone 6, which are 200 feet
lower than this high ground, overpressurizing this zone to be able to meet the fire flow goals for
these four parcels would lead to unacceptably high pressures in other areas of the zone. Therefore,
these parcels are candidates for off-line storage, outside fire suppression systems, or individual fire
pumps. Any future development in the area should be carefully evaluated for fire flow to ensure
that the ground elevations are not too high to be able to provide fire flow. Alternatively, an
additional Pressure Zone needs to be created to supply the area with acceptable pressures and fire
flow.

BLACK & VEATCH
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Figure 5

Pressure Zone 6 High Ground
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2.2.5 Station 13 and Station 14 Pumping Capacities
Improvements were recommended for S13 and S14 in the 2014 Master Plan regarding the
installation of high flow pumps for fire flow. An update to the improvement concept was reviewed
in 2016 with a revised recommendation of postponing upgrades of either station until the end of
each stations’ useful life. For this evaluation, a recent field test had shown that the two lead pumps
at each station could be operated with the generators simultaneously. Currently, each station has a
firm pumping capacity of 935 gpm, as noted in the 2014 Master Plan. Through modeling, S13 was
shown to be able to supply over 1,100 gpm with two pumps operating and S14 can supply
approximately 1,200 gpm with two pumps operating. Operating all three of the pumps at either
Station results in available total capacities of over 1,500 gpm. However, this violates the firm
capacity general rule (largest pump out-of-service), which is used as a criterion in planning.
The evaluation in the 2016 update excluded pressures of less than 20 psi that occur in Pressure
Zone 14 during high flow conditions when considering the necessary improvements. However, this
update failed to recognize that the goal of 1,500 gpm at 20 psi stands for a two-hour period and
only the results of the first hour of the steady state condition were provided (tank half-full). The
evaluation did not consider what would occur during the second hour of a 1,500 gpm fire when the
pumping deficit has caused the tank to drain. Taking Pressure Zone 14 as an example, if a
1,500 gpm fire flow were to occur in this zone and only two of the three pumps at S14 were used, it
would lead to a deficiency of approximately 200 gpm, which would need to come out of storage.
This deficit could be further compounded by use of the Pressure Control Valves (PRC-41A and PRC41B on Oak Mesa Drive), which also would transfer water (approximately 700 gpm) from Pressure
Zone 14 into Pressure Zone 12 to maintain pressures if it were in-service with the setpoint noted in
the provided data. The PRC setpoint data that the City provided for this PRC lists setpoints of 36 psi,
but it was also noted that this station is out-of-service. If it is maintained out-of-service, the fire
flow concerns remain but the shortfall is much less.
If PRC-41 is not in use, the 200 gpm shortfall would drain 1/4 of the R14 tank volume over 2 hours
(200 gpm x 120 minutes = 24,000 gallons).
If the PRC-41 is in use, the 200 gpm shortfall, plus approximately 700 gpm that has been pumped
into Pressure Zone 14 but transferred into Pressure Zone 12 to maintain pressures along Oak Mesa
Drive, combines to create a shortfall of 900 gpm. In 2 hours, this adds up to a volume of
100,00 gallons, which must come out of the tank. This is the full volume of the tank so even if it
were full before the fire, after 2 hours of a 1,500 gpm fire flow it would be completely empty. In
order to resolve this deficiency, one of the following must occur.


During a fire event, all three pumps at both stations could be operated to meet goals of
1,500 gpm at 20 psi for a 2-hour duration. It is unclear if operating all three pumps has been
tested and is feasible. To achieve greater than 1,500 gpm of firm capacity (capacity with
largest pump out-of-service), an additional pump at each station with characteristics similar
to the existing pumps would need to be added. This would increase the firm operating
capacity to over 1,500 gpm, but three pumps at each station would still need to be operated
simultaneously to achieve the required fire flow.



Add high-flow fire pumps to both stations capable of pumping 1,500 gpm.



The PRC-41 setpoints could be changed so that they do not allow flow from Pressure
Zone 14 to be transferred into Pressure Zone 12 or they must be kept out-of-service
entirely. This could have negative consequences to pressures in Pressure Zone 12 if the
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PRCs are being used to maintain pressures in this area in Pressure Zone 12 at any time.
Under these conditions (PRC-41 out-of-service), a 1,500 gpm fire flow could be met for
2 hours if the R14 tank was more than half full at the start of the fire (water level of 12 feet
or more).


If it is deemed necessary to utilize PRC-41, telemetry/infrastructure improvements could be
made so that it also has pressure sustaining controls on the upstream side for Pressure
Zone 14, as well as the downstream controls for Pressure Zone 12 pressures. This would
prevent the valve from transferring flow if the pressure in Pressure Zone 14 were to drop
significantly because of a fire.

2.2.6 Pressure Zone 14 High Ground
There are some parcels served at high ground elevations along Oak Mesa Drive, just south of
Shooting Star Place. These parcels are not at elevations high enough to prevent the ability to meet
the fire flow goals, but a new improvement is needed. Upsizing the existing 8-inch pipes between
White Oak Drive and Oak Mesa Drive to a 12-inch will allow for meeting the goals of 1,500 gpm at
20 psi for the parcels in the area.

3.0 System Reliability Opportunities
This task included looking at alternatives to increase system reliability in the upper zones, which
would include the Fountaingrove area as well as all other zones with pumped supply. Reliability
improvements could be additional interconnections between zones in the form of pressure control
valves or additional pumping. Several items were discussed with the City and presented from a
reliability standpoint. The reliability concepts would help to provide fire flow that exceeds the
current goals and would also help in the case of multiple fire events in an area due to a wildfire.

3.1

ADDITIONAL PRESSURE CONTROL VALVES

A review of all pressure control valves, both the valves that provide supply into the Aqueduct
Pressure Zone (through PRAs) and the control valves between zones (through PRCs), was
performed in conjunction with updates to the setpoints that have occurred since the 2014 Master
Plan. During this review, it was recognized that most of the areas that would allow for redundant
connectivity between zones already contain these pressure control valves. One area was noted as a
possibility for additional reliability improvement of a pressure control valve and could help Central
City in the case of a large fire, or multiple fires. This area is shown on Figure 6 where the green
symbolized pipes are on the aqueduct zone and the pink symbolized pipes are in Pressure Zone 4.
It should be noted that several improvements recently constructed or in the process of being
constructed in this Central City area of the aqueduct have already been implemented and this area
now meets goals of 1,500 gpm. This reliability improvement could supplement the fire flow where
more than 1,500 gpm were needed. An 8-inch replacement of the existing 4-inch along Grace Drive
from Foothill Drive to Grosse Avenue, plus a pressure control valve at the interface would be able to
provide an additional 400 gpm of supply into this peripheral Central City area in the case of a large
fire or multiple fires.
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Replacement of existing 4”
pipe with an 8” and a PRC
at the north end between
PZ4 and the Aqueduct
Zone

Figure 6

Area View of Current Infrastructure and Boundary for Central City/Pressure Zone 4
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3.2

INTERTIE BETWEEN PRESSURE ZONE 4 AND PRESSURE ZONE 7

This existing 12-inch pipe begins along Montecito Boulevard at Fountaingrove Parkway, heads east
along Montecito Boulevard to Middle Rincon Road, then north along Middle Rincon Road to Badger
Road and east along Badger Road to Calistoga Road (Figure 7). It can serve as an intertie between
Pressure Zone 4 and Pressure Zone 7 by opening and closing several valves along the alignment or
it can serve as an additional 12-inch main in Pressure Zone 6. Shown on Figure 7, the green circles
represent valves that would be open and red circles represent valves that would be closed to use
this pipe as an intertie. To have this pipe serve as additional conveyance capacity in Pressure
Zone 6, the reverse would be true about the valves, i.e., valves represented by green circles are
closed and valves represented by the red circles are open.
Prior to the Tubbs Fire, R7 had been taken out of service to perform seismic upgrades to the tank
and the intertie was used to connect Pressure Zone 4 and Pressure Zone 7 for reliability. Review of
the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) data from the 2 weeks surrounding the Tubbs
fire shows that during the typical operations before the fire, the intertie generally transferred water
from Pressure Zone 4 to Pressure Zone 7 (west to east) but during the fire, the opposite occurred
and this intertie was useful in providing some supply into the fire impacted areas. The natural
byproduct of having this pipeline configured as an intertie between the two zones provided
additional flow in the fire-stricken areas from Pressure Zone 7, which was not impacted by the
Tubbs fire.
Depending on the location of a wildfire event, it may be desirable to quickly change the status of
this pipeline. If a wildfire were to be mostly isolated within Pressure Zone 7, or within the
Fountaingrove area, using this pipeline as an intertie would be extremely useful. Conversely, if a
wildfire event were to occur mainly within Pressure Zone 6, having this pipeline providing
additional conveyance capacity within Pressure Zone 6 would be the preferred configuration. It was
noted by City Staff that the manual adjustment to the valve positions to put this pipeline in service
as an intertie, or to transfer it back, only takes a crew about 30 minutes. Because safe access to the
locations of these valves may not be available during a wildfire event, it may be useful to have
automation for these valves so that immediate changes to the configuration can be done safely from
the Operations Center.
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Figure 7

3.3

Zone 4 to Zone 7 Intertie

ADDITIONAL PUMPING CAPACITY

The need for additional pumping capacity at S10, S13, and S14 has been discussed in the previous
sections. The reliability improvement discussed in this section is another alternative for S16 and
S17 and considers additional pumping capacity at these stations. Additional pumping capacity
could provide more than just the 1,500 gpm needed to meet fire flow goals in these zones and it
could also serve to deliver supply through Pressure Zone 17 to the west into Pressure Zone 3. This
would create a route for water to be supplied into Pressure Zone 3 if something were to occur at S3,
thus preventing or impacting its use. By adding high flow pumping at S16 and S17 and a functioning
pressure control valve at S18, which would allow flow to be transferred from Pressure Zone 17 to
Pressure Zone 3, modeling shows that up to 2,500 gpm can be transferred through Pressure
Zone 17 into Pressure Zone 3 with both existing pumps and the high-flow pump operating and,
depending on the design and the set-point of the pressure control valve at S18. This is a relatively
expensive reliability improvement because it requires the need for high flow pumping at both S16
and S17, but if these additions are being considered, adding the functioning valve at S18 would
allow for extra reliability into Pressure Zone 3.

3.4

SMALL ON-SITE BOOSTERS AT STORAGE

This reliability alternative would consist of placing a small booster station on-site at certain storage
facilities. This in situ booster pump would allow the full volume of the tank to be used without
dropping system pressures to below 20 psi in a fire event. Using Pressure Zone 17 as an example, it
BLACK & VEATCH
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has been shown that without improvements, the tank in this zone is not tall enough to allow for a
fire flow of 1,500 gpm at 20 psi when the water level is less than about 43 feet. The alternative for
the pressure sustaining valve/check valve at the tank site can resolve the pressure issues, but it
would not allow the tank to contribute during a fire and the full flow must be met by pumping from
S17. In a case like this, a small on-site booster pump could be added at the base of the tank, which
could be operated to use the entire volume of water in the tank without leading to system pressure
issues. Candidates for this type of reliability improvement would be all tanks that cannot be
operated in approximately the bottom-half of the operating range without resulting in low-pressure
concerns, regardless of whether a fire is occurring. The storage facilities that could benefit from this
type of improvement are R10, R13, R14, and R17. An improvement such as this would also allow for
more operational flexibility to improve water quality because it provides the capability to turn over
the full volume of a tank without creating low-pressure issues.

4.0 Off-Line Storage
The purpose of this task was to summarize options for the City Water Department to provide offline fire water storage in areas of the City at high risk of being impacted by wildfire. The objective of
off-line fire water storage is to provide water for emergency fire suppression and firefighting in the
event of flow or pressure loss within the distribution system or loss of emergency fire water supply,
which was a vulnerability discovered during the 2017 Tubbs Fire. Several alternative applications
of decentralized and centralized off-line storage were reviewed, and the following are discussed:


Individual Property Storage.



Neighborhood Grid Storage.



Hydrant Grid Storage.



Backup Centralized Storage.

The following sections describe the alternatives and discuss the efficacy and feasibility of each
application. All options considered for off-line storage assume that the stored water is non-potable
because it would be stored for long periods of time between usage.

4.1

INDIVIDUAL PROPERTY STORAGE

4.1.1 Summary
Individual property storage consists of an off-line fire water storage system at each individual
property. Each property would be equipped with a storage tank, pressure pump, hydropneumatic
tank, and distribution piping, as shown on Figure 8. The storage tank would be supplied by the
property’s potable water service. Systems similar to this one are used in some rural areas where
buildings are not connected to a public water system capable of providing water for firefighting.
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Figure 8

Individual Property Storage

In the event of flow or pressure loss during a catastrophic fire event, the storage tank would
provide emergency flow to the residence’s interior and/or exterior fire sprinkler system. The
system would be capable of supplying sufficient flow and pressure to meet the property’s interior
and/or exterior sprinkler system demand in accordance with National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) 13 standards. Storage tank capacity will vary between 1,500 to 10,000 gallons of storage for
a typical single-family home. Storage and pumping facilities would be scaled to align with building
size.

4.1.2 Efficacy and Feasibility
Decentralized storage at individual properties would allow for immediate fire water supply for
residential and commercial fire suppression in the event of flow or pressure loss in the distribution
system. Maintaining flow to an interior and/or exterior sprinkler system may prevent substantial
damage to the building and surrounding structures and vegetation.
Individual property storage, however, is problematic because of the high cost of equipping each
individual property with an individual storage, pumping, and distribution system. Coordination of
siting, installation, and maintenance with property owners would be challenging and extremely
time intensive. Though not recommended for direct implementation, the City may consider
developing a program to provide guidance, standards, and recommendations for homeowners who
wish to independently install and maintain individual property storage.

4.2

NEIGHBORHOOD GRID STORAGE

4.2.1 Summary
Neighborhood grid storage consists of an off-line fire water storage system serving multiple
properties in a grid network. The grid network would typically be delineated by neighborhood.
Each grid network would be equipped with a storage tank, pressure pump, hydropneumatic tank,
and distribution piping to each property within the network, as shown on Figure 9. The storage
tank would be supplied by the potable water service.
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Figure 9

Neighborhood Grid Storage

In the event of flow or pressure loss during a catastrophic fire event, the storage tank would provide
emergency flow to interior and/or exterior fire sprinkler systems within the grid network. The system
would be capable of supplying sufficient flow and pressure to meet a portion or all of the interior and/or
exterior sprinkler system demand within the network in accordance with NFPA 13 standards. Storage
tank capacity will vary between 10,000 to 60,000 gallons of storage for a typical neighborhood grid and
pumping facilities would be scaled to align with the distribution target.

4.2.2 Efficacy and Feasibility
Neighborhood grid storage would allow for immediate fire water supply for residential and
commercial fire suppression in the event of flow or pressure loss in the distribution system.
Maintaining flow to interior and/or exterior sprinkler system may prevent substantial damage to
the building and surrounding structures and vegetation.
Neighborhood grid storage has the benefit of sharing storage and pumping costs and simplifying
access to critical facilities for maintenance. However, implementation would remain problematic
because of the large footprint required to site a large grid storage tank and pumping system within
each neighborhood. Additionally, coordinating the installation of connections with property owners
would be challenging and extremely time intensive.

4.3

HYDRANT GRID STORAGE

4.3.1 Summary
The hydrant grid storage alternative consists of an off-line fire water storage system serving a
neighborhood or group of properties. The local fire hydrant would be equipped with a storage
system, consisting of a storage tank, pressure pump, and hydropneumatic tank, as shown on
Figure 10. The system would provide backup fire flow to the hydrant in the event of flow or
pressure loss within the distribution system. The storage tank capacity would vary between 10,000
and 60,000 gallons for each hydrant and scale based on hydrant service area.
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Figure 10 Hydrant Grid Storage

4.3.2 Efficacy and Feasibility
The hydrant storage system would provide short-duration emergency flow to a local hydrant in the
event of flow or pressure loss within the distribution system, allowing firefighting efforts to
continue.
However, the system’s efficacy may be limited during a catastrophic wildfire event, as firefighting
resources may be limited, and the access required for traditional structure firefighting may be
unavailable. Hydrant grid storage would only be activated during a catastrophic fire event, where
the limited duration of emergency storage in the potable system may not be sufficient for effective
firefighting. Moreover, direct implementation of hydrant grid storage is problematic because of the
high cost of equipping individual hydrants with a storage and pumping system. The high capital
expenditure to implement and maintain the system may exceed its ultimate benefit.

4.4

CENTRALIZED STORAGE

4.4.1 Summary
The centralized storage alternative consists of a backup fire water storage system serving each
pressure zone. This system would supplement the existing potable emergency water storage,
offering an additional level of redundancy. The system would include a large storage tank,
reservoir, or pond, and a pump system capable of supplying sufficient flow and pressure to meet
the fire demand of some or all properties within the pressure zone, as shown on Figure 11. Exact
specifications and system size will be dependent upon the land use and size of the pressure zone
service area, as well as the targeted level of coverage.
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Figure 11 Centralized Storage

4.4.2 Efficacy and Feasibility
Centralized storage would supply emergency fire flow to individual pressure zones within the
distribution system during a disruption of the primary water supply or emergency fire water
supply, providing additional flow and pressure for firefighting. Since the stored water is
nonpotable, following usage the City would need to issue a nonpotable water warning to customers
and disinfect the distribution system before returning to normal operations.
The Centralized Storage system would remain susceptible to similar vulnerabilities facing the
existing emergency fire water storage systems, but since the water would be off-line and
nonpotable, it would not contribute to water age and water quality issues under normal operations.

4.5

RECOMMENDATIONS

Though off-line fire water storage can effectively provide emergency fire flow to properties and
hydrants, the alternatives reviewed are capital intensive, require comprehensive coordination with
property owners, demand significant maintenance, and result in additional liabilities. Therefore,
off-line fire storage is not recommended.
Though off-line fire water storage is not recommended for direct implementation, the City may
consider developing a program to provide guidance, standards, and recommendations for
homeowners who wish to independently install and maintain individual property storage. In some
locations, this might be an alternative solution to meeting goals at challenging high ground areas.

5.0 System Water Quality
In this task, the system water quality characteristics were reviewed, and water age modeling was
performed to determine the impact of operating the system with the Proctor Heights facilities in
place and also with higher tank operating levels for the tanks in the some of the Fountaingrove
zones.
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5.1

WATER QUALITY DATA REVIEW

The City provided a comprehensive set of water quality data that ranged from April of 2014
through April of 2019. This included 170 locations with water quality data with information for
293 analytes in the sampling data. Chlorine residual (field) was by far the most sampled and will be
the focus of the water quality data evaluation. All the water quality data was added to a water
quality dashboard to have a spatial representation of water quality concerns and be able to
leverage the monitoring information in conjunction with the results of the model. Figure 12
presents an example of the historical water quality page of this dashboard. In this example, the
dashboard has been filtered to show the chlorine residual analyte and the size of the symbol is
related to the average chlorine residual over the years of sampling data. The larger the bubble, the
lower the average chlorine concentration. As each location is selected from the map, the graph in
the bottom right will update to show the chlorine residual for the selected location. Appendix C
provides several graphs showing the monitoring locations throughout the system.
The following should be noted about the figures shown in Appendix C:


Moving up through the zones shows a loss of chlorine residual, which would be expected.
This just confirms that overall, the data collected and sampled is reliable and a useful
analytical tool.



There is a noticeable upward trend in the average chlorine residual over the last 2 years. It
is not clear if this is a result of impacts from the Tubbs Fire, or operational changes that the
City may have made to manage water quality with respect to chlorine residual.



There is a slight upward trend in chlorine residual in many areas over the last several years,
although less noticeable than the trend in the last 2 years.

The following areas stand out on Figure 12 with the most chlorine residual challenges:
●

Upper Fountaingrove (Skyfarm, Pressure Zone 3, Pressure Zone 17) has some of the
lowest chlorine residuals. Along with low average residuals, there is high variability
with many locations having experienced residuals under 0.2 milligrams per liter
(mg/L).

●

The southernmost part of the aqueduct zone has a couple periods of very low
residuals (July 2015 through April 2016 and immediately after the Tubbs fire).

●

Pressure Zone 10, Pressure Zone 11, and Pressure Zone 8 have lower average
residuals; however, the variability is much lower, and concentrations less than
0.2 mg/L did not occur.
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Figure 12 Water Quality Dashboard - Chlorine Residuals Map
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5.2

WATER AGE MODELING

The following four scenarios were developed to perform water age modeling:


AGE1 – Baseline operations with average day demands, mimicking the demands and
operations the week before the Tubbs fire. Some modifications were made, notably the
changes to PRA/PRC setpoints in the update, the inclusion of any recent or soon to be
installed infrastructure improvements, and the PA4 to PA7 intertie was taken off and
converted to Pressure Zone 6 pipe.



AGE2 – The same as the previous scenario except the Proctor Heights tanks were put into
service and the pumping station was operated in place of the Farmers Pumping Station.



AGE3 – Only one of the Proctor Heights tanks was modeled as in-service.



AGE4 – Slight alterations were made to the operating levels of R5, R16, and R17 and the
operating ranges were moved up.
●

R5 – The baseline scenario operated this tank between 8 feet and 12 feet. Revised
scenario used 21 feet to 28 feet.

●

R17 – The baseline scenario operated this tank between 25 feet and 42 feet. The
revised scenario used 40 feet to 55 feet.

●

R16 – The baseline scenario operated this tank between 16 feet and 26 feet. The
revised scenario used 22 feet to 32 feet.

For these scenarios to be modeled, it was necessary to develop an extended period simulation,
which requires diurnal patterns and system operational controls. The SCADA data provided for the
week prior to the Tubbs fire was used as a guide for all demands and controls.

5.2.1 Model Diurnal Demands
Hourly demands were calculated for the week prior to the Tubbs Fire based on the SCADA data for
system flows and tank levels. These were calculated by Pressure Zone where possible to better
model the demand conditions on a time of day basis. The hourly patterns for each day were used to
develop a composite diurnal curve for each pressure zone and for the system overall shown on
Figure 13. This pattern was repeated daily for the duration of the water age simulation.

System Demand Pattern
35,000

Demand, gpm
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Figure 13 System Demands for Water Age Evaluations
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5.2.2 System Operational Controls
The SCADA data was also set up in the Water Quality dashboard to review the typical operation of
all tanks and pumps during the period before the Tubbs fire. Model controls were set based on the
operating levels and were adjusted iteratively until tanks cycled within the same range and at the
same rate as occurred in early October 2017. Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the observed system
behavior versus the model results, respectively, for several of the tanks (R2A, R5, R17, and R4B)
and a pump station (S1) to illustrate the process of developing the model controls. As can be seen,
the model operations follow the observed system behavior very closely after several iterations.
It is important to note that the operation of the County system with their tanks and the aqueduct
was performed assuming similar fill/draw of the County tanks as occur in the City system. This may
not be how the County operates the system so water age results could be impacted by this. Any
water age upstream from the County supply is also not factored into the model results.
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Figure 14 Observed System Operations (R2A, R5, R17, R4B, S1)
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903 – R2A
911 – R4B
913 – R17
935 – R5

Figure 15 Modeling Results (R2A, R5, R17, R4B, S1)
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5.2.3 Model Results
The simulations were performed for an 8-week duration and the results of the last week were used
in the evaluation. The results from the four scenarios were captured and visualized in the
dashboard for quick comparison. Figure 16 shows the comparison of the average model age results
between the baseline scenario (left visual) and with both Proctor Heights tanks in service (right
visual). Overall, operating the system with Proctor Heights adds a couple of days of water age to
Pressure Zone 4, which moves upwards through Pressure Zone 17.
Figure 17 shows the comparison between operating with both Proctor Heights tanks (left visual)
and with only one of the tanks (right visual). Operating only one tank at Proctor Heights results in a
lower average age of almost a day compared to both tanks in service, but still over a day older
water than the baseline scenario.
Figure 18 shows the comparison between the baseline scenario (left visual) and an increase in the
tank operating levels to R5, R16, and R17 (right visual) to see what the impact would be upon
operating them higher for an extended period. There is a slight difference in the age with an
increase in the higher operating level scenario, but it is not remarkably higher.
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Figure 16 Water Age, Baseline versus Proctor Tanks in Service
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Figure 17 Water Age, Both Proctor Tanks versus One Proctor Tank
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Figure 18 Water Age, Baseline versus Higher Operating Levels (R5, R17, R16)
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5.3

WATER AGE RELATIONSHIP TO WATER QUALITY

Some important questions to ask when evaluting water age modeling results as a surrogate for
water quality are what is a “good” age versus what is a “bad” age and how does the water age relate
to certain constituents. Poor mixing, stratification, interactions with pipe walls of certain materials,
temperature, and many other factors affect constiuent decay and formation that are not factored
into a water age-only evaluation. To benchmark the model results and how age might relate to the
specific consituent of chlorine residual, the historic data was merged with the model output from
the baseline scenario to develop an average water age versus chlorine residual curve. Figure 19
shows this correlation from the dashboard (bottom left visual), which compares the model water
age results from the October 2017 based scenario with the observed chlorine residuals from that
same time period (the month before the fire). Although there is a trend in the relationship (as age
goes up, the related chlorine residual goes down) there is a lot of variance in the scatter-plot. The
flattening of the trend after about 250 hours might be an indication that the model may be
overpredicting water age in some areas based on the demands because water age evaluations are
sensitive to a very precise demand allocation.
Figure 20 shows that there is a relationship between water age and chlorine, but it is not as
straightforward as being able to use modeling water age results quantitatively and in lieu of the
constiuent. It does offer a qualitative look at areas of the system that are challenging even if it does
not offer the answer to the question of “what is a good age.”
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Figure 19 Model Water Age and Chlorine Monitoring Data Relationship
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Appendix A. Review of All Fire Flow Improvements
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Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Goals met with improvements completed, in
design, or under construction

Goals met with improvements completed, in
Goals met with improvements completed, in
design, or under construction
design, or under construction

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area
Keep all CIP041 at current timing (2020/2021) and
priority as this improves the area significantly

Add
improvement
segment (8”
upsize) not in CIP

Rezoning would create issues at Parsons and Hidden Valley and
an 8" 300' Improvement needed along Parsons Dr.
Remaining with the current boundary, the improvement along
Parsons plus the FF EX CIP042 are needed

Goals met with improvements completed, in
design, or under construction (parcels not
meeting goals part of another new
improvement, FF IM NEW2)

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Goals met with improvements completed, in
design, or under construction

Goals met with improvements completed, in
design, or under construction

Goals met with improvements completed, in
design, or under construction

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Needed to meet goals

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area
(Potentially deficient parcel part of another improvement,
Prior page CIP EX 923)

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area
(Potentially deficient parcel part of another improvement, see
Slide 29)

FF EX CIP 927

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Goals met with improvements completed, in
design, or under construction

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area
Provides more capacity under normal operating
conditions so should be high priority

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area
(Potential deficiency is part of another improvement,
FF IM NEW 2)

Goals met with improvements completed, in
design, or under construction

Capable
Hydrants within
distance

Goals met with
improvements completed,
in design, or under
construction

Needed to meet goals

Needed to meet goals
Modification to
Improvement

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area
(Potential deficiency is part of another improvement,
FF IM OAK ISLAND CIRCLE )

Upsize to 8”

Needed to meet goals
Modification to improvement
(part is already 8”)

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Needed to meet goals
12” upsize between White
Oak and Oak Mesa

Needed to meet goals

Upsize to 8”

Needed to meet goals
Modification to improvement

Upsize to 12”

Needed to meet goals

Needed to meet goals

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area
(Potential deficiencies are part of another improvement,
FF IM CIP 930)

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable
Hydrants within
distance

Capable hydrants within
distance, upgrade
improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Capable hydrants within distance, upgrade improves area

Add
improvement
segment (8”
upsize) not in CIP

New Improvement needed (FF IM NEW 2)

8-inch replacement along Bluebell Dr
Not in current improvements

Elevation gain of ~100 ft makes it not possible to serve these
homes with fire flow or anything that develops south, regardless of
pipe upgrades. Over-pressurizing the zone might not work because
it would result in significantly high-pressures at low ground.
Candidates for offline storage/fire suppression systems.

Elevation gain of ~100 ft makes it not possible to serve these
homes with fire flow or anything that develops south, regardless of
pipe upgrades. Over-pressurizing the zone might not work because
it would result in significantly high-pressures at low ground.
Candidates for offline storage/fire suppression systems.

Hydrants (only closest 2,
not all shown)

There are hydrants with high flow along
Terry Road within a short distance of
parcels at the north end of Heidi Place.
However, with the Paulin Creek running
through the area, it would not be
feasible to expect fire protection from
north of the creek. Therefore, this 6 inch
pipe along Heidi Place from West Steele
Lane needs to be upsized to an 8 inch.

These parcels will need to be supplied
from a hydrant along Oak Island Circle.
In order to bring 1,500 gpm @ 20 psi
near the end of Oak Island Circle, the
pipe must be upsized from a 6 inch to an
8 inch.

These parcels will need fire protection
from a hydrant at the east end of
Muirfield Court. In order to get 1,500
gpm @ 20 psi to the hydrant near this
location, the pipe along Muirfield Court
must be upsized from an 8 inch to a 12
inch.

These parcels will need fire protection
from a hydrant at the east end of Sleepy
Hollow Drive. There is one section of 6
inch pipe connecting between 8 inch
pipes that would need to be upsized to
an 8 inch in order to meet goals for
these three parcels.
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Appendix B. Completed, In Design, or Under Construction Improvements
PRESSURE
ZONE

EXISTING
DIAMETER

NEW
DIAMETER

LENGTH

CURRENT CIP
STATUS

APPENDIX A
PAGE

FF EX CIP021

A2

NA

8

540

Foley Street dead end to the 12-inch pipeline on Frances Street

Cancelled

0

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP031

A3

4

8

396

McMinn Avenue from Sunset to Hughes Avenue

Cancelled

5

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP031

A3

6

8

366

Delport Avenue between West Avenue and Stroven Lane

Complete

5

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP032

A3

6

114

Sebastopol Road from Timothy Road to Roberts Avenue

Complete

6

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP043

A4

4

8

237

Augustan Avenue between Haven Drive and Belmont Court

Design

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

0

FF EX CIP043

A4

4

8

292

Haven Drive between Augustan Avenue and Eleanor Avenue

Design

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

0

FF EX CIP043

A4

6

8

643

Diamond Court

Complete

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

0

FF EX CIP043

A4

4

8

731

Elizabeth Way between Town and Country Drive and Parsons
Drive

Construction

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

0

FF EX CIP043

A4

4

8

824

Haven Drive between 41 Street and Auaustan Avenue

Design

9

Improvements in design, construction, or
complete improve entire area

0

FF EX CIP052

A5

4

8

298

Doctors Park Drive, east side of loop north of Sprino Creek
Drive

Complete

11

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP052

A5

6

8

951

Church Street between Sonoma Avenue and Soring Creek
Drive

Complete

11

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP053

A5

12

422

Farmers Lane between Hoen Avenue and Vallejo Street

Construction

12

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP053

A5

6

12

156

Vallejo Street between Farmers Lane and Mount Olive Drive

Construction

12

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP053

A5

6

8

206

Vallejo Street between Mount Olive Drive and Melbrook Way
(East)

Construction

12

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP053

A5

6

8

804

Vallejo Street between Melbrook Way (East) and Melbrook
Way (West)

Construction

12

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP053

A5

6

12

666

Mount Olive Drive between Vallejo Street and Mount Olive
Court

Construction

12

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP054

A5

4

8

46

Gray Court at Sonoma Avenue

Complete

13

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP132

R13

6

8

866

Northwest of Pump Station S13

Planning

29

Not needed, already an 8-inch

0

FF EX CIP331

R3

10

12

606

Fountaingrove Parkway, east of Fir Ridge Drive

Complete

21

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP332

R3

Pump Station S3

Complete

21

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP333

R3

Pump Station S3

Complete

21

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP951

R4

Install a hydrant on Incline Drive to 16-inches main on Hidden
Valley Drive

Complete

24

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

CIP/CIP GROUP

BLACK & VEATCH

6

12

752

LOCATION

Cobblestone Drive

COMMENTS ON PRIORITY/CATEGORY

PRIORITY
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PRESSURE
ZONE

EXISTING
DIAMETER

NEW
DIAMETER

LENGTH

CURRENT CIP
STATUS

APPENDIX A
PAGE

FF EX CIP952

R4

8

12

821

Cobblestone Drive

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4

6

12

947

Cobblestone Drive

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4

10

16

191

Chanate Road

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4

10

16

193

Chanate Road

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4

10

16

270

Chanate Road

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4

10

16

339

Chanate Road

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4

10

16

372

Chanate Road

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4

10

16

392

Chanate Road

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4

10

16

762

Chanate Road

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4R1

6

12

133

Deer Park Drive, southwest froin Shallow Creek Drive toward
Sleepy Hollow Drive

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4R1

8

12

156

Bonita Vista Lane, between Sleepy Hollow Drive and Bonnie
Lane

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4R1

8

12

160

Bonita Vista Lane, north from Bonnie Lane

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4R1

8

12

205

Sleepy Hollow Drive from Bonita Vista Lane to Sleepy Hollow
Court

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4R1

6

12

216

Deer Park Drive, northeast from Sleepy Hollow Drive toward
Shallow Creek Drive

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4R1

8

12

237

Sleepy Hollow Drive from Deer Park Drive to Aaron Drive

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4R1

8

12

431

Sleepy Hollow Drive from Deer Park Drive to Sleepy Hollow
Court

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4R1

8

12

478

Sleepy Hollow Drive from Parker Hill Road to Aaron Drive

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4R1

8

12

618

Bonita Vista Lane from Chanate Road to Bonnie Lane

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

FF EX CIP952

R4R1

8

12

740

Bonita Vista Lane, south from Sleepy Hollow Drive

Design

25

Goals met with improvements done or in design

0

CIP/CIP GROUP

BLACK & VEATCH

LOCATION

COMMENTS ON PRIORITY/CATEGORY

PRIORITY
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Appendix C.

BLACK & VEATCH

Water Quality Review (Chlorine Residual)
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